Abstract: Hyperspectral images can provide valuable information on the potential presence of buried archaeological structures through the detection of crop marks. Whenever crop marks are not directly visible to the human eye, buried archaeological remains outlines can be spotted in hyperspectral data usually indirectly, by comparing the vegetation health status with its immediate surroundings. In the last years, several indicators have been used in the literature, with varying success, to improve the interpretation of satellite images for archaeological research. These might range from isolated image element values in single spectral bands to band ratios and more complex spectral indices, usually related to vegetation health. However it is difficult to assess these indices quantitatively and select the most meaningful for a given task, in particular for a non-specialist in image processing. This paper presents a first effort at ranking objectively the suitability of hyperspectral features used for the detection of buried archaeological structures in agricultural areas based on information theoretical measures. The ranking is achieved by computing the statistical dependence between the extracted features and a digital map indicating the presence of buried structures using information theoretical notions. The reduction of uncertainty in the former by observing the latter is quantified through mutual information, which excels at measuring non-linear correspondences. Two case studies are reported: the Roman buried remains of ancient Carnuntum (Austria), and the Nelotithic tells in the Thessalian plain (Greece), where respectively airborne and spaceborne hyperspectral acquisitions are available. First results indicate that such approach may aid archaeologists by steering the visual analysis of multidimensional data selecting the best band combinations that maximize the separation between structures of interest and background.
Introduction
Remote sensing allows performing non-invasive large-scale analysis and monitoring of archaeological sites. The presence of buried archaeological structures can be detected by observing below the surface usually using ground-penetrating radar sensors, or by using laser scanning to map beneath the vegetation, as in the recent case of the discovery of previously undocumented cities in Cambodia mapped beneath vegetation [1] .
For the case of optical sensors, buried structures are usually detected by studying vegetation anomalies on the surface known as crop marks, which are caused by differential growth in the vegetation. In presence of buried structures, the amount of fertile soil decreases causing stress in the vegetation (negative crop marks), while it can increase in presence of a ditch or higher concentration of organic material (positive crop marks). Similarly, differences in humidity or soil filling below the surface may generate anomalies in the soil known as soil marks, which can also be remotely observed.
Hyperspectral sensors measure the reflected solar radiation in hundreds of contiguous and narrow spectral bands, and naturally excel at estimating different parameters in vegetated areas, from health status to average leaf area and chlorophyll content in the plants. These tasks are usually achieved by combining the information of specific spectral bands in what is usually known as a spectral index. Specific spectral indices can provide important information on vegetation stress in the areas concealing buried archaeological relics, as shown through the analysis of spectra acquired on ground in [2] . Features obtained through other pre-processing techniques, such as rotation of the feature space through Principal Components Analysis (PCA), may also provide additional insights regarding the presence of objects of interest [3] . PCA may also be employed to reduce the dimensionality of the images, facilitating the data exploration step.
However, a detailed assessment of the qualitative and quantitative performance of spectral indices is still missing in the literature, as the quality comparisons carried out visually are usually estimated subjectively [4] . An assessment restricted to PCA and Tasseled Cap features concludes that the former is better suited for such tasks [5] . Nevertheless, PCA only represents a potential intermediate step for the analysis of these data, as it creates a new dataset with the same dimensionality of the original one, in which single principal components (PCs) with associated high eigenvalues must be anyway individually assessed to find the one better suited for cropmarks. As the eigenvalues only reflect how much variance is captured by every PC, statistical variance in the data does not ensure that the same variations are present in the features of interest. In [2] , the authors compared more than 70 vegetation indices using both broad and narrow bands, calculated for different phenological stages of barley and cereal crops using ground spectroradiometers: the indices found as relevant were then evaluated on an image acquired by the EO-1 Hyperion spaceborne sensor on the Thessalian plain in Greece. The figure of merit used in the work to evaluate the effectiveness of the extracted features is based on the measured contrast in the area of interest, which may not be due to the actual presence of buried structures, as for the mentioned variance in PCs. Similar approaches computed spectral separability as a criterion to evaluate the efficiency of the different indices, without explicitly quantifying their difference in terms of performance [3, 6, 7] .
The lack of an unbiased and objective assessment for the hundreds of potential spectral features which could be extracted for a given dataset makes difficult for a non-specialist to select only a few among them as a pre-processing step to be followed up by visual analysis. On the one hand, an in-depth study of only a few of them could leave crucial information undetected; on the other hand, considering all of the possibilities would be time-consuming and very hard to put in practice for an operator.
Taking a first step in tackling this issue,this paper proposes to use information theoretical measures to quantitatively estimate the mutual dependence of a given spectral index and the location of buried archaeological structures. If a ground truth map containing the buried relics is known a priori for a restricted area of interest with low spectral contrast, the mutual information computed between such map and a given spectral index could automatically rank the various available spectral features according to their discrimination power.
Information theory has provided along the years several valuable tools for remote sensing applications, especially for model selection, texture extraction, distortion evaluation and informational content characterization of satellite images [8] . For specific applications, ideas derived from Shannon's theory have been applied to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data [9, 10] , and to derive similarity measures for spectral signatures acquired by hyperspectral sensors [11] . The notion of mutual information is of particular interest to estimate the statistical dependence of images, regardless of the range of the image values or sensor's characteristics: as an example, in [12] the authors carried out a MI-based coregistration of optical and SAR images. This paper exploits the statistical dependence between maps of known underground archaeological features derived from previous studies and relevant spectral features extracted from a hyperspectral dataset. The goal is providing a list of spectral indices with high discrimination power for these tasks, which can be easily computed from a hyperspectral dataset. In a second step, only the indices with the highest overall performance can be visually analyzed by specialists to detect or confirm the presence of buried structures.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our strategy to rank the spectral features according to their relevance at detecting crop marks based on mutual information. Section 3 presents experiments on a airborne hyperspectral dataset, and the resulting best indices are applied on a spaceborne hyperspectral dataset to verify their discrimination power. We conclude in Section 4.
Methodology
The assessment of the spectral information considered in this paper is based on the estimation of the amount of information shared by two objects, in the specific two random variables X and Y. Each random variable represents an image, so X may stand for a map of the known buried relics in a sensitive area, while Y is one of the several spectral indices computed on the same area, as an image can be considered as the output of a stochastic process. The two random variables X and Y must have the same size, meaning in our case that they must consist of the same number of pixels.
From Shannon's probabilistic point of view, the quantitative estimation of the information shared between X and Y is done via the mutual information I(X, Y). This quantity measures the amount of information that can be obtained about a random variable by observing another one, and is defined as:
where p(x) and p(y) are the probability distributions of X and Y, while p(x, y) is the joint probability of X and Y. The mutual information is positively defined, with a value I(X, Y) = 0 indicating statistical independence of the two variables. The units of information depend on the base of the logarithm, which is usually 2, 10 or e (in this work natural logarithm is used), and the maximum value I(X, Y) can assume is related to the entropy values of X and Y.
Mutual information is able to identify non-monotonic and generally non-linear correspondences between discrete variables, therefore it can be successfully applied to estimate the mutual dependence between two variables expressed in different units of measure. For example, X may contain radiance values as recorded from a sensor and Y a labeling of the same size, created manually.
To illustrate intuitively how the mutual information works, consider the following example in which the objective is identifying the more suitable spectral band in a hyperspectral image to separate different kinds of crops. We analyze a NASA Airborne Visible-Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) hyperspectral scene containing agricultural fields acquired by over the Salinas Valley, USA. The image has a size of 512 × 217 pixels with 192 spectral bands in the range from 0.288 to 2.5 µm, and with a spatial resolution of 3.7 m. The ground truth identifying the different crops in the image is reported in Fig. 1 (c) . As expected, band 1 centered at 380 nm is severely affected by noise in Fig. 1 (a) due among other effects to strong atmospheric absorption, Rayleigh scattering, and lower overall power in sun's emissions in the spectral range between ultraviolet and blue light.Band 42 centered at 750 nm in Fig. 1 (b) has opposite characteristics, exhibiting therefore a higher SNR. On a first visual inspection, it looks that the band in Fig. 1 (b) would be more effective at discriminating the different crops in the area, and this can be verified by visualizing the joint probability distribution for the two spectral bands in the lower part of Fig. 1 .
The scatter plots on the bottom of Fig. 1 (a,b) represent gray values in the specific band on the x-axis and spectral classes on the y-axis. The higher the amount of pixels with a given gray value x i belonging to a given class y i , the higher the joint probability p(x i , y i ). In the diagrams, low values are shown in dark blue while the highest values are represented in red. If for a given spectral band or index different ranges of radiance values can be associated to different classes, we expect that band or index to be effective at discriminating the ground covers. On the other hand, if a narrow range of radiance values can belong to several classes such as in Fig. 1 (a) , it would be difficult to classify a dataset based on the same spectral information. Therefore, in the joint probability distributions reported, it is desired that all pixels belonging to a given interval of radiance values are associated to a minimum number of classes on ground (ideally one), in order to minimize confusion.
The mutual information quantifies this spread in the joint probability distribution, increasing meaningfully its total value whenever a pair p(x i , y j ) is considerably larger than 0 and similar in value to ∑ n y=1 p(x i ) or ∑ m x=1 p(y j ) (ideally both), where n and m are in this case the total number of classes and gray values assumed by the dataset, respectively. These conditions would decrease the confusion in recovering a label in Y by observing the radiance value of the same pixel in X. In this paper we proceed to assess the value of the information extracted from a hyperspectral dataset as follows. Firstly, prior knowledge about the area of interest is exploited in order to derive a ground truth map of underground anthropogenic features,which is binary and set to 1 for image elements which contain known concealed archaeological relics and to 0 otherwise. Subsequently, a series of spectral indices is extracted from the available hyperspectral image and stored as a set of two-dimensional images.
The mutual information is then computed between the described map and each spectral index: a high value of mutual information between the ground truth and a given spectral feature indicates that both vary in similar spatial locations, implying that a change in the map is usually reflected in a change in the value of the computed feature. It must be remarked that such changes can be positive or negative: the computed spectral index can either increase or decrease for a pixel which really contains a buried structure, but it must vary in the same locations where the relics are located in order to yield a high mutual information value, which is in any case always a positive quantity.
This procedure has two advantages over assessments carried out by measuring the contrast in a sensitive area: firstly, a variation in the data contributes in increasing the mutual information only if it overlaps to real changes as collected in the ground truth image. Secondly, the mutual information computed for spectral indices with different value ranges can be directly compared, as the amount of variation in absolute value does not affect the mutual dependence of the two variables.
If the mutual information between an image representing a given spectral index and the ground truth map is 0, this means that buried structures are not visible in the considered image. On the other hand, high values imply that buried structures should be clearly outlined.
Results
In this study both broad-band and narrow-band vegetation indices have been considered. A complete list of the the extracted indices along with further information on them can be found in Appendix A. The reported indicators employ a wide range of spectral bands: although their vast majority is applicable for generic vegetation health monitoring, several of them are tailored for specific vegetation parameters. In some cases, improved version of already existing indices are tested, such as the Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI) [13] which can be considered as an improved Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [14] robust to atmospheric effects, or the improved version of the Modified Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index (CARI) [15] among several variants of the CARI.
Carnuntum
Carnuntum, located in the southern bank of the Danube River, was the capital of the former Roman province known as Pannonia superior. Previous non-invasive studies on this archaeological site revealed that its area spanned more than 6 square kilometers, and it included a school of gladiators [16] . An airborne hyperspectral dataset acquired by the sensor AisaEAGLE (Specim Spectral Imaging Oy Ltd, Oulu, Finland) is available on the archaeological site in the frame of the ARCTIS MATLAB R toolbox, released under creative commons license [17] . The image comprises 65 spectral bands in the range 400-1000 nm, and has a Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of 0.4m [4] .
The map reported in Fig. 2 has been used as ground truth for the buried structures. The map has been manually derived using as reference the results contained in [4] , validated by a complete interpretation of aerial archaeological evidence collected in a time span of 50 years [18] . In order to focus on a meaningful area and decrease variations in the results caused by other kinds of spectral variations, we restrict our analysis to the yellow rectangle overlaid on the image in Fig. 2 .
Subsequently, the mutual information between different spectral features and the binary map of buried structures in the area has been computed for several spectral features. We expect a higher mutual information between the two to denote a better visibility of the archaeological features of interest. In comparison to simple contrast analysis, mutual information implicitly evaluates if an increase of contrast in a given spectral feature is reflected by a change in the ground truth image.
The mutual information values for single spectral bands and all the Principal Components are reported in Fig. 3 . A visual inspection of these spectral features in Fig. 4 confirms that a higher mutual information indicates that buried structures are more clearly visible, as follows. In Fig. 41 a true color combination of the hyperspectral image is reported, in which crop marks are hard to observe. The average mutual information value for the three bands used is 0.017, while it increases up to 0.114 for band 43, centered at 787 nm in the infrared range, where the presence of features in the field corresponding to the buried structures beneath is obvious (Fig. 42) . The four Principal Components related to the eigenvectors with the highest associated eigenvalues are reported in Fig.  43 to Fig. 46 . It is remarkable that the computed mutual information for all PCs is largest for the first It is expected to have a larger integral for the plot related to the single spectral bands, as these are highly correlated and contain a high amount of redundant information. On the other hand, the relevant information in the image is captured in the first PCs, while the ones with lowest rank are mostly composed by noise.
The ranking for the spectral indices collected in Appendix A is reported in Fig. 5 . In the figure, a performance expressed in percentage is derived for each index by comparing the related mutual information value with the one obtained by the best index. In order to display clearly the differences between the results, only a rotated relevant detail of the image is shown in the subfigures. For each subfigure the best histogram stretch has been manually derived. It results clear from a visual analysis that the top-ranked indicators clearly enhance the differences between crop marks and the surrounding area: as the mutual information drops, concealed archaeological structures get harder to spot, up to becoming undetectable for an observer for the indices with associated lowest ranks.
The index with the associated highest score is the Burned Area Index (BAI) [19] . Although BAI is primarily used to assess damages caused by fire, previous studies have reported this index to exhibit high discrimination capabilities for the task of detecting crop marks in the Mediterranean region [4] . The performance of the BAI shows that indices originally defined for different applications can be employed successfully in archaeological research, and highlights that simple (i.e. linear) modifications of existing indices can even improve the final results and assist the interpretation of the image. Other interesting results include the Simple Ratio (SR) index [20] which, in spite of its simplicity, was ranked 3rd. Moreover, the narrow spectral ranges centered around 740nm and 720nm used to calculate the Vogelmann Red Edge (VRE) index [21] seem to be among the most promising spectral windows for detecting crop marks in areas with similar conditions. In contrast, the NDVI index, widely used in several remote sensing archaeological applications, was able to enhance the crop marks but less effectively than other -seldom used-indices. Global Environmental Monitoring Index (GEMI) [22] and ARVI were also rank among the most promising indices, just below SR. The . Fig. 4 close ranking of the ARVI and NDVI indices is justified by the accurate atmospheric correction carried out previously on the image [4] . If this pre-processing step is not carried out, the two indices are expected to perform similarly only if atmospheric scattering and absorption effects are limited during the airborne flight. Although this can be true is some cases, ARVI is usually the best choice whenever scattering and absorption phenomena are strong or unknown, which is often the case whenever researchers have to deal with archive datasets [23] .
Generally, it is evident that the ranking of the indices is case-sensitive: nevertheless, some interesting general conclusions can be drawn from the described experiment. Firstly, the ranking shows that indices originally defined within different fields of study such as BAI can be applied to archaeological research; secondly, the most sensitive spectral range to the variations between healthy and stressed vegetation, where the latter leads to the formation of crop marks, ranges from the red to the NIR portions of the spectrum; finally, improvements of existing indices may enhance the final outcomes: see the performance for different versions of the Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index (CARI).
Thessalian Tombs
The second case study is focused on the Thessalian plain in the central part of Greece, which is considered as the primary agricultural area of the country. In this area several Neolithic settlements/tells called magoules were established from the Early Neolithic period until the Bronze Age (6000-3000 BC). These tells are typically identified as low hills of 1-5 m height and they mainly consist of loam and mud based materials. Hundreds of such sites are spread around all over Thessaly cultivated with various seasonal crops. Due to the intensive cultivation of the land in the past and their low elevation, a major number of them are not clearly visible from the ground [24, 25] . A composite of three shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands for a subset of the available Hyperion image acquired on the site is reported in Fig. 6 . Hyperion images have been employed in the past for the study of these tells, which can occupy a large area on ground [2, 26] : the reported image acquired on In this case, the available pixels identifying relevant archaeological features are too few to be able to perform a statistical analysis of the different vegetation indices, obtaining on its basis a ranking for the best hyperspectral indicators. We proceed therefore to assess the transferability of the evaluation performed on the Carnuntum case of study by computing the same set of indices as in Fig. 5 , which are reported in the same order in Fig. 7 . In all high-ranked indices the tomb stands out clearly, while in some low-ranked ones the site is partially hidden. This suggests that further experiments could succeed at identifying robust spectral indicators, yielding a good performance in spite of the differences in crops, phenology, soil and sensor characteristics.
Conclusions
Remote sensing provides an efficient non-invasive technology for the exploration of archaeological sites. This paper focuses on the evaluation of information extracted from hyperspectral dataset for the detection of concealed archaeological structures, usually performed indirectly by observing stressed vegetation through the appearance of the so-called crop marks.
The detection of crop marks depends on several factors which are usually only partially known, such as climatic data, characteristics and phenological stage of the crops, agricultural practices, material and depth of relevant buried structures, and soil characteristics. Therefore, some studies have concluded that archaeological sites do not exhibit specific spectral characteristics that can be exploited to efficiently detect crop marks in any remotely sensed image, as each site may exhibit different geomorphological characteristics. Given that no universal algorithm can be efficiently applied to all cases studies, several spectral indices might perform similarly at revealing the presence of archaeological relics on a given area of interest [2] .
However, few efforts have been made to assess objectively and quantitatively the discrimination power of the hundreds of spectral indicators which could be potentially extracted from a hyperspectral image. In order to overcome this limitation, this paper proposes to use information theoretical measures to quantitatively estimate the mutual dependence of a given spectral index and the location of buried archaeological structures. If a ground truth map containing the buried relics is known a priori for a restricted area of interest with low spectral contrast, the mutual information computed between such map and a given spectral index could automatically rank the available spectral features according to their discrimination power. This semi-automatic ranking of the indices -for each specific case study-according to their 'archaeological' informational content may help experts in focusing on the most meaningful indices for further investigation activities which are usually carried out via visual analysis, maximizing the success rate of the interpretation of crop marks. This study aims at filling the existing gap in the literature between the extraction of spectral information and the preliminary evaluation of their efficiency for a given task, providing archaeologist with a case-sensitive workflow which can be tailored for each archaeological site of interest to implicitly account for variations due to the phenological status of the vegetation and climatic conditions in the area of interest. The reported experiment show that the obtained ranking of features well agrees with a visual interpretation of the area for a series of underground Roman buildings, and the transferability of the features to other cases of interest is shown to some degree by applying the most relevant spectral indices to a second dataset acquired by a spaceborne hyperspectral sensor. As new spaceborne hyperspectral sensors are expected to be in orbit in the near future [30] , the sheer amount of available and easily accessible data of this kind will dramatically increase, making automatic feature evaluation for specific tasks a critical aspect in the processing of images with high spectral resolution.
As mentioned, no generic definition of a spectral signature having intrinsic archaeological interest exists: therefore, several factors must be considered to determine the efficiency of a given spectral indicator for a specific archaeological site or typology of sites, according to the multiple agents which play a role in the formation of crop marks. The proposed case-sensitive approach is ideally independent from the set of variables which usually need to be taken into account for this task, being based solely on the statistical dependence between a spectral index and the buried archaeological features. Such approach could be used on a pre-flight campaign, in which a limited amount of hyperspectral data on known buried sites is acquired in order to estimate the best indicators. The integration of geophysical prospection can improve final results by exploiting additional hidden targets for the evaluation.
Future hyperspectral missions characterized by a short revisit time will enable for the first time the acquisition of reliable hyperspectral image time series: future work will therefore include the study of phenological changes in the crops and how these can be captured via mutual information. [36]
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